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The hippocampus is crucial for both spatial navigation and episodic
memory, suggesting that it provides a common function to both.
Here we adapt a spatial paradigm, developed for rodents, for use
with functional MRI in humans to show that activation of the right
hippocampus predicts the use of an allocentric spatial representation, and activation of the left hippocampus predicts the use of
a sequential egocentric representation. Both representations can be
identiﬁed in hippocampal activity before their effect on behavior at
subsequent choice-points. Our results suggest that, rather than
providing a single common function, the two hippocampi provide
complementary representations for navigation, concerning places
on the right and temporal sequences on the left, both of which likely
contribute to different aspects of episodic memory.
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he hippocampus plays a crucial role in both spatial navigation
and episodic memory (1–6). However, the nature of the fundamental hippocampal process or representation that might underlie both functions remains the subject of intense speculation,
including suggestions that it is best characterized as associative (7),
sequential (8), ﬂexible relational (2), allocentric (1, 5, 9), or spatial
contextual (4, 5). Similar speculation surrounds the nature of any
lateralization of these representations (1, 5, 10), and whether the
ﬁring of hippocampal neurons in freely moving rodents reﬂects
allocentric position, spatial context, or sequential position along
a route (5, 11, 12). Here we show that the hippocampus predicts
and supports navigation via sequential representations in the left
hippocampus and allocentric spatial representations in the right
hippocampus. These complementary lateralized representations
suggest an explanation for the multiple hippocampal contributions
to different aspects of spatial and episodic memory.
Within spatial memory a distinction has been made between
“allocentric” (world-centered) and “egocentric” (body-centered)
representations, with allocentric (or place-learning) and simple
egocentric (stimulus response-like) navigation shown to depend
on the hippocampus and dorsal striatum, respectively, in rodents
(5, 13). Rondi-Reig et al. (14) recently demonstrated that an
additional sequential egocentric representation depends on the
rodent hippocampus. The human hippocampus has likewise been
associated with allocentric representations of location, allowing
accurate navigation from new starting locations (15) based on the
conﬁguration of environmental cues (16, 17) or recognition of
locations from a new viewpoint (18, 19). Similarly, navigation via
a ﬁxed route (15, 17) or relative to a single landmark (16), consistent with simple egocentric representations, has been associated with the dorsal striatum. However, to our knowledge, the
neural bases of the sequential egocentric representation have not
yet been identiﬁed in humans, and could provide a link between
spatial navigation and episodic memory.
Here we adapt the Starmaze task developed for mice (14, 20) to
investigate the neural bases of sequential egocentric representations and allocentric representations in humans. The task allows
the parallel use of both types of representation during learning
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and performance of training trials, but also allows the use of one
or other representation to be detected by the response made in
probe trials. We used functional MRI (fMRI) during the navigation of the start alley of probe trials to determine the neural
bases of the type of representation used as deﬁned by the subsequent behavioral response. Our task is based on the virtual reality Starmaze (21), composed of 10 alleys, 5 central ones forming
a pentagon and 5 alleys radiating from the angles of the central
pentagon (Fig. 1A). Participants used a keypad to move their
viewpoint forward or backward or to turn left or right; they could
move around and perform rotations freely in all of the alleys.
Distant environmental cues surrounded the maze for orientation.
Participants were told to ﬁnd a ﬁxed goal that had no visible
identiﬁers. When this goal was reached, ﬁreworks went off to
indicate the successful end of the trial (positive reinforcement).
The experiment consisted of interleaved training trials, probe
trials, and control trials (see Table S1 for complete trial order and
SI Text for details). In training trials, successful navigation might
be supported by either type of representation: sequential egocentric (sequence of body-turns) or allocentric (location relative
to environmental cues). In probe trials, which were not distinguished from training trials in the instructions, participants had to
ﬁnd the goal from one of two different departure points, which
allowed us to dissociate the use of either type of representation
according to the path chosen by the participant (Fig. 1 B and C).
The two probe-trial departure points were designed to differentially bias the participant toward use of an allocentric representation (departure point “DV,” which has a very different view to
that from the training-trial departure point) or toward use of
a sequential egocentric representation (departure point “SV,”
which has a more similar view to that from the training-trial departure point). Use of either representation in a probe trial was
considered correct; therefore, probe trials ended once the participant had made a response consistent with the use of a speciﬁc
representation, without reinforcement. Control trials consisted of
a navigation task in the same maze, but without environmental
features, where participants had to move down two alleys joined
by a turn (to the right or left). Half of the control trials ended
midway down the ﬁnal alley (“short control trials,” like 25% of
training trials and all probe trials) (Fig. 1D).
We focus on activations before the ﬁrst choice-point of the
maze, so that activation patterns can be analyzed according to the
strategy of the participant on that run, as determined by their
subsequent choices, but without any of the differences in behavior
or stimuli resulting from the different paths following the choice-
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Fig. 1. Trial-types performed in the “Starmaze,” a virtual maze comprising
a central pentagonal ring (alleys 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10), ﬁve radiating alleys (alleys 1,
3, 5, 7, and 9), and surrounding environmental cues. (A) Training trials: Participants start in alley 1 (see initial view, Right) and must navigate to the goal at
the end of alley 7, which triggers ﬁreworks (Left; arrow shows ideal path).
Participants can use allocentric or sequential egocentric representations to
solve the task. Twenty-ﬁve percent of training trials ﬁnish in the middle of alley
7, without ﬁreworks (Center). (B and C) Probe trials use a different departure
point to identify which type of representation is being used to solve the task.
Half of the probe trials depart from alley 9, which has a very different view to
alley 1 (B, departure point “DV”), half from alley 5, which has a more similar
view to alley 1 (C, departure point “SV”). Participants using an allocentric
representation including the distal environmental cues will go to alley 7 (paths
shown in blue). Participants using a sequential egocentric representation of
body-movements (right-left-right) will take the paths shown in green. The
main fMRI analyses concern activation in the ﬁrst alley. Probe trials always end
in the middle of the goal alley, without ﬁreworks. (D) Control trials: Control
trials are composed of one single turn (to the right or to the left). No external
landmarks are present in the environment. Half of the control trials end in the
middle of the goal alley, without ﬁreworks.

point. We hypothesized that we would identify, before the ﬁrst
choice-point, areas of the hippocampal prefrontal striatal loop
involved in supporting the allocentric and sequential egocentric
representations. In addition, we would expect to see some changes
in activation over the time-course of the experiment, including
increased hippocampal involvement early in the task, when novelty and learning is maximal (16, 22), and increased retrosplenial/
medial parietal regions later in the task, as a detailed internal
representation of the environment is formed that can support
mental imagery (9, 17, 21–25).
Results
Behavioral Results. All subjects learned the task quickly; a plateau

in performance is reached after ﬁve training trials (Fig. S1 and
SI Text). Sixteen probe trials were performed during the experiment, inserted regularly after training trial 3 (Table S1). Therefore,
probe trials, except probe trial 1, were performed at stable performance. Probe trials were considered reliable for strategy identiﬁcation if the learning criterion was reached (i.e., if the participant
had performed two correct training trials before the probe trial)
and the subject got to one of the two goal locations during the probe
trial (Fig. 1 B and C). Probe trials that did not meet these criteria
were considered failed (Fig. S1B).
Iglói et al.

As in Igloi et al. (21), three response types were observed
during probe trials from both DV and SV departure points: (i)
Allocentric responses: Participants navigated based on the environmental cues directly reached the goal in alley 7 (Fig. 1 B and
C, Left). (ii) Sequential egocentric responses: Participants reproduced the same sequence of body-turns during the probe trials
as during training trials, and reached the goal in alley 5 from
departure-point DV (Fig. 1B, Middle) or alley 1 from departurepoint SV (Fig. 1C, Center). (iii) Mixed responses: Participants
started the trial by performing the previously realized body-turns
(i.e., using a sequential egocentric representation) but reoriented
themselves later on the path by using environmental cues (i.e.,
using an allocentric representation) and ended up in alley 7. These
responses were only observed during probe trials from departurepoint SV. For analyses of activations in the ﬁrst alley, mixed
responses were counted as sequential egocentric responses. For
probe trials from both departure points, a mixture of sequential
egocentric and allocentric responses were seen across participants
(Fig. S1B). For probe trials from departure-point SV, participants
mainly made sequential egocentric responses (Fig. S1B, Left) and
for probe trials from departure-point DV, participants made
mainly allocentric responses (Fig. S1B, Right). Over the 17 participants tested, 15 had made both allocentric and sequential
egocentric responses during the experiment. The remaining two
subjects made sequential egocentric responses in all probe trials.
After the fMRI session, participants were debriefed. We asked
them what kind of information they had used to ﬁnd the goal. Out
of 17 participants, 16 reported having used landmarks for orientation and 14 spontaneously described the geographical location of
at least two landmarks around the maze. The one remaining participant, who was always responding egocentrically, only reported
having used the right-left-right sequence of turns. None reported
the use of verbal elements in their strategy (SI Text).
Imaging Results. Functional MRI data were ﬁtted by a general
linear model containing separate regressors for the ﬁrst alley, the
middle part, and the last alley separately for training trials, probe
trials (from either departure point) in which a sequential egocentric response was made (“sequential egocentric probe trials”),
and probe trials in which an allocentric response was made
(“allocentric probe trials”). Control trials, which contained only
two alleys, were modeled by two separate regressors. We focus on
activations in the ﬁrst navigated alley, as noted above. For all trial
types, we compared activation during navigation of the ﬁrst alley
(when the path is identical for both types of response) to that in
the ﬁrst alley of the control trial.
Hippocampal activations. Training trials showed increased hippocampal activation bilaterally (right peak at MNI coordinates
30 −6 −15; left peak at −21 −15 −15) (Fig. 2A). For the probe
trials, a lateralized hippocampal response was observed. Allocentric probe trials showed right hippocampal activation,
peaked at 24 −24 −9 (Fig. 2B), whereas sequential egocentric
probe trials showed left hippocampal activation (Fig. 2C) (peak:
−21 −15 15). To examine the observed hippocampal lateralization in more detail, we extracted the fMRI data from 8-mm
diameter regions of interest in left and right hippocampus centered on the peak activations for the sequential-egocentric and
allocentric contrasts. A 2 × 2 ANOVA with factors laterality
(left or right) and representation (sequential egocentric or allocentric) was performed on the average activation in the two
regions of interest for sequential-egocentric—control and for
allocentric—control contrasts. There were no main effects and
a signiﬁcant interaction (F = 4.4, P < 0.05), showing that the
lateralization of hippocampal activity (i.e., difference in activation between left and right) predicts whether navigation is
based on sequence or place memories (Fig. S2).
We also analyzed activation for similar responses separately for
probe trials from the two departure points (DV and SV). AlloPNAS | August 10, 2010 | vol. 107 | no. 32 | 14467
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Fig. 3. Further analyses of activation during probe trials. (A) Allocentric
responses correspond to right hippocampal activation during the ﬁrst alley of
probe trials from either departure point (DV above, peak: 21 −30 −6; SV below,
peak: 21 −30 −6). (B) Mixed responses (i.e., when participants start by expressing
the sequential egocentric strategy but subsequently reorient using environmental cues to reach alley 7, Left) correspond to left hippocampal activation
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Fig. 2. Functional MRI results. (A) Training trials. (Left) Bilateral hippocampal activation (Right peak: 30 −6 −15; Left peak: −2 −15 −15) during
navigation of the ﬁrst alley of training trials (TR), relative to control trials
(C). (Center) Caudate nucleus activation (peak: 21 27 0). (Right) Medial
prefrontal activation (peak: −3 42 0). (B) Probe trials showing allocentric
responses (ALLO). (Left) Right hippocampal activation (24 −24 −9) in the ﬁrst
alley relative to control trials. (Center) Caudate nucleus activation (18 27 0).
(Right) Ventral striatal activation (12 9 −12). (C) Probe trials showing sequential egocentric responses (EGO). (Left) Left hippocampal activation
(−21 −15 −15) in the ﬁrst alley relative to control trials. (Center) Right caudate activation (18 27 9). (Right) Ventral striatal activation (12 6 −15). (D)
(Left) Parieto-occipital sulcus activation (18 −58 20) in the ﬁrst alley of probe
trials showing allocentric versus sequential egocentric responses. (Right)
Posterior insula and left postcentral gyrus (−51 −19 29) activation in the ﬁrst
alley of probe trials showing sequential egocentric versus allocentric
responses. For display purposes, hippocampal activations are thresholded at
P < 0.005. Mean percentage BOLD signal change for each trial type is shown
beneath activation plots.
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centric responses from either start alley correspond to right hippocampal activation (Fig. 3A). There were very few egocentric
responses from the DV start alley, almost entirely produced by the
two purely sequential-egocentric responders. However, these two
participants do show signiﬁcant left hippocampal activation in
probe trials from the DV start alley. These analyses rule out a simple confound of start alley in explaining our lateralised hippocampal activations. Furthermore, for the ﬁrst alley of the mixed trials
versus control trials, we found left hippocampal activation (Fig.
3B), consistent with our interpretation of the use of a sequential
egocentric representation during the ﬁrst part of a mixed trial.
Training trials also showed activation in the right dorsal striatum
(peak: 18 27 0, extending into the right caudate nucleus), the right
ventral striatum (peak: 12 9 −12) and in the anterior cingulate
cortex (peak: 18 30 9, extending into the head of the caudate nucleus). See Fig. 2A and Table S2 for a full list of activations.
For both allocentric and egocentric probe trials, compared with
control trials, there was activation in the right caudate nucleus
(peak: 18 27 9) and nucleus accumbens (12 6 −15) (Fig. 2 B and C,
Center and Right). Contrasting the ﬁrst alley of allocentric versus
egocentric probe trials (Fig. 2D, Left) showed an increased bilateral
activation of the superior parieto-occipital sulcus (Right: 18 −54 15,
Left: −15 −57 18), the right parahippocampus (24 −39 −6), and
a subthreshold right hippocampal peak (24 −24 −6). Contrasting
the ﬁrst alley of egocentric versus allocentric probe trials (Fig. 2D,
Right) revealed left-side lateralized activation of the parietal cortex
(−51 −15 24), left posterior insula (−51 −33 6), superior medial
frontal gyrus (−3 60 18), and a subthreshold left hippocampal peak
(27 −15 −18). See Table S3 for a full list of activations.
We also looked for regions showing decaying or increasing activation across the time-course of the experiment, using a separate
model in which a regressor for the entire trials of each condition was
Iglói et al.

Discussion
We investigated the neural bases of allocentric and sequential
egocentric representations. Activation in the initial alley of
a probe trial provided a well-controlled way to investigate the
neural bases supporting these two types of representations, as
revealed by the subsequent choice of destination alley. Our
ﬁndings support the idea of lateralized hippocampal involvement
during spatial navigation. The right hippocampus is involved in
allocentric or map-based navigation, whereas the left hippocampus is involved in the sequential organization of successive
choices. Both representations are active in parallel during the
training phase of the task.
Striatal and Medial Prefrontal Activations. The role of the dorsal
striatum in simple stimulus-response (S-R) learning is well
established (13, 26). Dorsal striatal activations (centered on the
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Fig. 4. Changes in activation over the duration of the experiment. (A) Exponentially decreasing activation during training trials in the right hippocampus
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caudate) suggest that simpler S-R associations form part of both of
the more cognitive strategies (allocentric and sequential egocentric), consistent with a striatal role in learning skilled responses and
with an interaction between hippocampus and striatum in route
recognition (27). The ventral striatal activation observed in probe
trials and training trials is consistent with suggestions that this area
acts in concert with the hippocampus in spatial memory consolidation and learning (28). The medial prefrontal activation seen in
training, egocentric, and allocentric trials is consistent with its role
as a coordinator between striatal and hippocampal systems, as suggested by studies in rodents (29) and humans (16).
Laterality and Representations in the Hippocampus. We focused on
the brain network activated during the ﬁrst alley of the navigated
path. The representation used to direct behavior (sequential
egocentric or allocentric) is chosen during this ﬁrst alley, before
its expression in behavior (Fig. 1 B and C). Focusing on activations in the ﬁrst alley also allows us to avoid potential confounds
caused by differences in behavior, such as the speciﬁc turns and
scenes viewed along the paths following the ﬁrst choice-point.
The lateralized hippocampal activations were not simply related
to differences in the visual scene from the start alleys, as allocentric responses activated the right hippocampus during probe
trials from either departure point (Fig. 3A). The interaction
between laterality and representation shows that the difference
between activity in left and right hippocampi in the start alley of
the maze predicted the subsequent choice of path between those
based on sequence or place memories (Fig. S2).
The left hippocampus has long been implicated in verbal tasks,
such as the learning of narrative prose (30) or the learning and retrieval of word lists (31, see also ref. 5). In addition, successful
encoding of verbal materials into episodic memory is associated with
activation of the left medial temporal lobe (32). Could the activation
associated with the sequential egocentric representation reﬂect
a verbalized memory, such as “right turn-left turn-right turn”? During
the debrieﬁng, all our participants where asked if they had used
a verbal strategy. The answers were negative, making explicit use of
a verbal strategy unlikely. In addition, participants who used a spatial
strategy to solve an eight-arm radial maze activated their hippocampus, whereas those who used a verbal strategy (i.e. counting the
alleys) activated the caudate nucleus (17). Equally, left hippocampal
activation is often associated with episodic memory for nonverbal
stimuli (1, 33).
Could hippocampal lateralization reﬂect a more general hemispheric lateralization of perceptual processing? Our results are
consistent with suggestions of lateralization of serial or local processing (on the left) versus parallel, global or holistic processing (on
the right) (34, 35). However, the lateralized activations in our study
are relatively speciﬁc to the hippocampus, and so are unlikely to
simply follow from a more general hemispheric lateralization of
function. As such, our results may be more closely related to ﬁndings of functional lateralization in the hippocampi of rodents (36)
and birds (37). Overall, we suggest that involvement of the left
human hippocampus in remembering narrative prose (30), learning novel sequences (38–40), and in supporting sequential egocentric representations in our study, could reﬂect a more general
role in associative processing of sequential elements of an episode.
Relation to Episodic Memory. The sequential egocentric representation deﬁned in the Starmaze refers to a spatiotemporal association of different choice-points and requires a sequential organization of the information which may relate to ﬁndings that novel
explicit (38–40) or implicit (39) sequence learning recruits the hippocampus. Left-lateralized hippocampal activation for sequential
egocentric representations also supports the idea that the left hippocampus mediates spatiotemporal associations between the multiple events that constitute the elements of an episodic memory
(2, 41). This ﬁnding is consistent with hippocampal involvement in
PNAS | August 10, 2010 | vol. 107 | no. 32 | 14469
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parametrically modulated by an exponential function reﬂecting the
position of that trial within the experiment [e.g., for trial i of n trials
of a given type, the decreasing exponential parameter would be
proportional to exp(− i/n)]. (Fig. 4 and Table S4). Both training
trials and egocentric probe trials showed decreasing activation over
the time-course of the experiment in the hippocampus. For training
trials, decreasing activation was found in the right hippocampus
(peak: 3 −12 −9) and also in the substantia nigra (9 −21 −18). Activation in both structures show higher values during the ﬁrst quarter
of the experiment than during the last three quarters (Fig. 4A).
These decreasing activation patterns appeared to be related: the two
time series (deconvolved with respect to the hrf) from the voxels in
the hippocampus and the midbrain showing the maximal decrease
were signiﬁcantly correlated with each other in each participant
(mean correlation, R = 0.312) (Table S5). For sequential egocentric
probe trials, decreasing activation was found in the left hippocampus (−21 −15 −21), with higher activation in the ﬁrst third of the
experiment (Fig. 4B). Finally, allocentric probe trials showed increasing activation of the parieto-occipital sulcus (peak: 12 −63 30),
with greater activation in the ﬁrst third of the experiment (Fig. 4C).

sequential route-based navigation in rodents (14) and the planning
of complex routes in human (15, 42).
The activity in the left or right hippocampus corresponding to
the use of one or other representation, which predicts the participant’s subsequent choice of route, may relate to two different
characteristics of the ﬁring of hippocampal place cells. Place-cell
ﬁring provides an allocentric representation of the animal’s current location within its environment (5), but is also inﬂuenced by
the past and future locations along the animal’s current trajectory,
as seen in the phase of ﬁring relative to the theta rhythm (43, 44),
modulations of ﬁring rate (11), and sequential patterns of ﬁring
(12), which may comprise a sequential egocentric representation.
Firing patterns of place cells predicting the animals’ trajectory
have been shown in the start arm of a maze preceding the ﬁrst
choice-point (11), consistent with distinct hippocampal representations we report in the start alley. In addition, both place cells
and cells encoding speciﬁc goal locations during navigation have
been reported in humans (45). Equally, the right hippocampal
representation of allocentric spatial location has long been argued
to be an important component of the representation of context
within episodic memory (1, 3–5, 9). This representation is also
consistent with studies implicating the hippocampus [often speciﬁcally on the right (10, 41)] in ﬂexible representation of environmental topography (3, 46), accurate large-scale navigation
(41), and memory for arrays of locations when containing large
numbers of objects (10, 19) or tested from a shifted viewpoint (19).
Our ﬁnding of lateralized hippocampal activation corresponding to place or sequence representations provides unique evidence
for distinct roles of the two hippocampi within the same subject.
These results imply that, rather than supporting a single representation common to both navigation and episodic memory, the
left and right hippocampi supply complementary representations
that can be combined to support different aspects of navigation
and episodic memory.
Parallel Learning of Both Representations. The Starmaze task gives
the possibility to assess the free choice of two spatial navigation
representations: an allocentric and a sequential egocentric representation (21). The probe trials indicated that subjects use both
allocentric and sequential egocentric representations throughout
the task, which supports the idea of coexisting strategies supported
by multiple parallel memory systems (5, 21, 26, 47–49). Correspondingly, the pattern of activation in the training trials (bilateral
hippocampus, medial prefrontal, and caudate) overlaps with
both the allocentric and the sequential egocentric activations
during probe trials. Activations that distinguished allocentric from
sequential egocentric strategies included the bilateral parietooccipital sulcus: a region previously shown to be related to allocentric spatial processing (22, 25, 50), retrieval of spatial memories
into imagery (24), and navigation (15, 51). The reverse pattern
(sequential egocentric vs. allocentric strategies) shows activations
of the posterior insula, which corresponds to the human analog of
the primate vestibular cortex (52) and posterior parietal operculum, which might be related to movement processing (53).
Activations Reﬂecting Learning, Novelty, and Imagery. The right
hippocampus and the midbrain showed a time-dependent decrease
of activity during learning trials, consistent with previous studies
showing an important role of both of these regions in novelty detection (54), and with the involvement of the hippocampus in
spatial-change detection (16) and learning (22). Furthermore, in
agreement with a recent report (55), the time-courses of hippocampal and midbrain activation were highly correlated throughout
the experiment. The left hippocampal activity during egocentric
probe trials also decreased over successive trials, again consistent
with reducing hippocampal involvement as sequential tasks become familiar (39) and learning reduces (22). These ﬁndings may
relate to previous fMRI studies of novelty, in that left hippocampal
14470 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1004243107

activation is associated with sequential novelty (40) and right hippocampal activation is associated with spatial novelty (16).
In sum, our results show that the human hippocampus separates
two distinct memory representations already a few seconds before
they are expressed in behavioral decisions. We provide identiﬁcation
of one of these, the sequential egocentric representation, in the human hippocampus. Furthermore, the lateralized involvement of the
hippocampus in representing both place and sequence memories
suggest that the two hippocampi provide complementary representations for navigation, both of which likely contribute to different
aspects of episodic memory.
Methods
Virtual Reality Design. The virtual reality design (SI Text) comprised ﬁve central
alleys forming a pentagon and ﬁve alleys radiating from the angles of the
central pentagon (Fig. 1A). Participants used a keypad to move their viewpoint forward or backward or to turn left or right; they could move around
and perform rotations freely in all of the alleys. Distant environmental cues
surround the maze for orientation. These cues were placed between the ends
of adjacent alleys and every cue was present twice around the maze, so that
solving the task requires knowledge of the spatial conﬁguration of cues
rather than a guidance strategy based on a single cue. Participants were told
to ﬁnd a goal that would always be at the same place in the environment. The
goal had no visible identiﬁers but, when it was reached, ﬁreworks went off to
indicate the successful end of the trial (feedback). Participants knew that the
environment would not change during the experiment and that some trials
would be terminated before feedback occurred. The experiment consisted of
interleaved training trials, probe trials, and control trials (see Table S1 for
complete trial order and SI Text for details). In training trials, successful
navigation might be supported by either type of representation: sequential
egocentric (sequence of body-turns) or allocentric (location relative to environmental cues). In probe trials, which were not distinguished from training
trials in the instructions, participants had to ﬁnd the goal from one of two
different departure points (DV and SV), which allow dissociation of the use of
either type of representation according to the path chosen (Fig. 1 B and C).
Use of either representation in a probe trial was considered correct, so that
a probe trial ended once the participant had made a response consistent with
either an allocentric or a sequential egocentric representation. To avoid
positive reinforcement (or absence of expected reinforcement) of one strategy or another during probe trials (from a new starting position), which
would produce a bias toward subsequent expression of that strategy, probe
trials ended before the point at which reinforcement would be delivered. To
get subjects used to these prematurely ending trials, and not to alert them to
the difference between probe and training trials, some of the training trials
(25%) and control trials (50%) also ended early (Fig. 1 A and D, Center).
We focused on activations before the ﬁrst choice-point of the maze, so that
activation patterns could be analyzed according to the strategy of the participant on that run, as determined by their subsequent choices, but without
any of the differences in behavior or stimuli which might result from making
those choices (which lead to different paths).
Participants and Analysis of Behavioral Data. Nineteen male participants (aged
19–38, mean age 24.3) gave written consent and were paid for participating as
approved by the UCLH Research Ethics Committee. All were right-handed, with
normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and reported to be in good health with
no history of neurological disease. Two participants were excluded from scanning or further analysis because of failure to understand the task instructions.
Every 200 ms, the exact position of the participant and his moving direction was
registered in a Cartesian coordinate system. These records were analyzed to
obtain for each trial the number of visited alleys and the distance error, measuring the accuracy of the path (Fig. S1).
Acquisition and Analysis of fMRI Time Series. Functional MRI time series were
modeled using two separate general linear models. The ﬁrst model included
separate regressors for the start alley, middle part, and last alley of every type
of trial (i.e., training trials, egocentric responses for probe trials and allocentric responses for probe trials). Two additional regressors modeled the
ﬁrst and second alleys of the control trials, which corresponds to 11 regressors
[i.e., 3 × 3 (training egocentric and allocentric trials) and 2 (control trials)].
The model also included regressors based on estimates of head movement
obtained from the realignment procedure. At the single-subject level, we
contrasted the ﬁrst alley of training, egocentric responses, and allocentric
responses versus ﬁrst alley of control trials. Furthermore, we calculated the
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contrast between ﬁrst alley of egocentric versus allocentric responses. The
corresponding contrast images were then entered into second level analyses. In a second model we investigated modulation of brain activity over the
time-course of the experiment. This model included the training trials,
egocentric responses for probe trials, and allocentric responses for probe
trials (collapsed across the different within-trial phases as time effects across
trials are more likely reﬂected in the whole trial than only in alley one) and
further parametric regressors for all trial types. The parametric regressors
modeled the time-course of the experiment, through an exponential function reﬂecting the stage of the task [i.e., for the training trial i out of 48
trials the exponential parameter is: exp(−i/48); similarly, for the egocentric
response j out of 8 the exponential parameter is exp(−j/8)]. We entered into
second level analyses the effects of the parametric modulation on training

trials, egocentric responses, and allocentric responses. We also investigated
correlation between activation in the right hippocampus and the midbrain
using a Spearman correlation analysis for each subject on the deconvolved
timeseries of the peak activation voxel deﬁned by the exponential model in
the two regions (Table S5). See SI Text for further details.
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